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This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC

We hope our bath amenities helped your visit to be more comfortable. 
 
During your stay, unfortunately, the weather was not so good, but we hope the weather favor your next visit.  
 
Thank you for your wonderful review. 
We are looking forward to seeing you.





Unique experience

Date of stay: April 2019

Trip type: Travelled as a couple
Room Tip: Choose a room on the ground floor to enjoy the japanese garden.

See more room tips

Location
Service
Sleep Quality

This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC

Response from KyoyaRyokan_Nagoya_J, オーナー at Kyoya Ryokan
Responded 5 days ago

This response is the subjective opinion of the management representative and not of TripAdvisor LLC



Read less

"I can safely say that staying at a Ryokkan is a must for everyone that goes to Japan.  
 
Our stay at Kyoya Ryokan was perfect: we got to experience a true traditional japanese hotel, the optional breakfast is
beyond awesome (in both terms: quality and culinary experience) and the personal hospitality. 
 
We were always cared for, since we were showed everything we could do in the city, got our traditional japanese robes to
use at the traditional onsen... Everything was just top notch! 
 
This was a wonderful experience that I won't stop recommending to friends and family."







 Helpful  



Thank you for your staying with us.  
We are glad to get your feedback. 
 
It is honor to hear that your stay in Kyoya was good experience for you. 
We are glad that you tried Japanese style breakfast and you enjoyed it. 
 
I hope you enjoyed Japanese style public bath. 
 
It would be an honor if you share your experience in Kyoya with your friends and family. 
 
Thank you for you wonderful review. 
We are looking forward to seeing you again. 
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